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INTRODUCTION

A 2007 Office Ergonomics White Paper examined the need for movement in the office work environment.\(^1\) Contained within this article was a landmark quote from ergonomist, Stephen Marshall,

“The work environments of tomorrow will not be static, or non-moving. Tomorrow’s work areas will incorporate surfaces that will easily adjust up or down to suit the needs of the individual. This will be true whether they are 4’11” tall or 6’6”... The ability to dramatically change one’s postures, (from sit to stand to sit) should reduce tension and stress, and improve productivity and efficiency. Sitting all day, every day cannot possibly be as good for us. A variety of postures that include both sitting and standing positions have proven to be advantageous when attempting to minimize the risk of work related injuries.” \(^2\)

Tomorrow is upon us and the body of knowledge explaining the need for movement within the office environment has now become substantial enough that it can no longer be ignored. This White Paper provides a comprehensive perspective on the findings related to workplace movement and provides considerations / guidelines for future planning.
TO SIT OR STAND

The amount of time we spend in sedentary postures (sitting) on any given day has grown precipitously over the millennium.\(^3\)

In fact, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has reported that U.S. adults spend between 8 and 9 hours each day in seated and sedentary positions, mostly at work.\(^4\) One 2009 study found that the majority of call center operators, both male and female, spent more than 80% of their respective shifts in a seated posture, with many upwards of 95% of their total work shift.\(^5\) This data is alarming as we know that sitting for extended periods of time, such as during desk and/or computer work, has been linked as a risk factor for musculoskeletal disorders.\(^6,7\)
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A more recent growing concern, beyond the noted musculoskeletal risks, is the negative health outcomes associated with extensive sitting at offices and in other occupations. Sedentary behavior, in general, has been correlated with a range of serious health risks, including obesity, hypertension, type II diabetes, metabolic syndrome, deep vein thrombosis, cardiovascular diseases and cancer.\(^8,9,10,11\) In addition, two recent large population studies found a correlation with sitting time and an increased risk of death.

- An American Cancer Society study of 123,000 adults found that sitting more than 6 hours during leisure time accelerated chances of mortality by 37%.\(^12\)
- A 2009 study published by the American College of Sports Medicine reported that those who sat the most had a 50% increased risk of an early death, regardless of their fitness level.\(^13\)
Since most people between 18 and 65 years of age spend a large part of their daytime hours at work, and since several occupations have been shown to require extensive sitting, sitting in occupational life may contribute significantly to the negative public health effects of “sedentariness”.

Given the adverse health implications of protracted time frames of sitting, it is clear that organizations should consider taking proactive steps to address and remedy the concern. However, with respect to current data, the question remains: Is the solution to occupational “sedentariness” simply doing away with seated work? Not likely, as it turns out, because the alternative – prolonged periods of standing work – comes with its own human health risks, including circulatory issues and musculoskeletal aches and pains.

The literature has identified a multitude of health benefits associated with regular periods of standing versus seated work, such as increased circulation, improved mental clarity, and burning of more calories. Additional research identified healthier metabolic profiles for workers that sat less often throughout the course of a standard workday. However, standing for extended periods can also increase the risk of adverse health impacts: work-related musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) in the lower body, joint and foot problems, and increased stress to the heart and circulatory system. Essentially, the literature tells us that prolonged standing isn’t a sustainable alternative to prolonged sitting.
THE SIT-STAND SOLUTION

Combating occupational “sedentariness” begins with redesigning our workspace and rethinking how we function within that space. Thus, the first step toward solving the sit or stand dilemma is to realize that it’s not an either/or situation; in contrast we need to develop a healthy, balanced approach, combining periods of seated work with periods of standing work, such as through the introduction of a sit-stand paradigm. This innovative sit-stand paradigm is evident in many workplaces today with the presence of sit-stand workstations. These workstations allow the user to easily switch between seated work and standing work, while remaining at the same desk. Alternating between seated work and standing work has been shown to benefit both human health and worker productivity.

Studies have shown that varying periods of sitting work with periods of standing work helps measurably reduce pain and fatigue complaints in the work environment.

In 2011, The Center for Disease Control and Prevention entered into a community-based case study in Minneapolis, MN. The “Take-a-Stand Project” was designed to reduce prolonged sitting time at work and improve selected health outcomes for employees with sedentary jobs. The findings of the project indicated that installation of sit-stand devices was effective at increasing non-sitting time, reducing upper back and neck pain, and improving mood states.

As reported in the study, “at the end of week 7, the intervention group was asked several questions about specific benefits of alternating between a seated and standing position. Results indicated that 87% felt more comfortable, 87% felt energized, 75% felt healthier, 71% felt more focused, 66% felt more productive, 62% felt happier, and 33% felt less stressed as a result of having the sit-stand device installed at their work stations”. Furthermore, the removal of the sit-stand device largely negated all of the observed improvements within a two week timeframe.
Specific to the 71% of the participants who felt more focused or reported a higher level of cognitive function, there is emerging research which supports this subjective claim. A recent study at the University of Illinois tracked older adults over the period of one year, comparing moderately active adults to their sedentary peers. Unsurprisingly, the more active participants performed better on cognitive tasks such as planning, prioritizing, strategizing and multi-tasking. These findings were correlated to improved connectivity within the circuitry of the brain.23

In alignment with these results on brain connectivity and circuitry are neurologic findings that demonstrate that standing not only promotes a healthier metabolism but also provides direct conditioning of postural reflexes that may improve balance impairments.24
**IMAPCTS OF PRODUCTIVITY AND ROI**

When the sit-stand paradigm was first introduced, many individuals and organizations expressed concerns about a potential reduction in worker productivity. These reservations are largely unfounded. A 2009 study examined whether alternating between sitting and standing work lead to: 1) a reduction in the number of physical discomfort complaints compared to workers that remained seated for prolonged periods; and 2) whether standing during computer work would increase the occurrence of data entry errors. The research team found that discomfort complaints were significantly reduced among workers using the sit-stand paradigm, and that those workers showed no significant loss of data entry efficiency. The study concluded that implementing a sit-stand workstation is an effective workplace health intervention for reducing adverse effects of occupational “sedentariness” without negatively impacting productivity.25

Research performed by Miami University of Ohio demonstrated that intermittent standing increased productivity through a reduction in the parameters of employee work breaks. In essence the employees who intermittently changed their postures took fewer and shorter breaks throughout the day. Individuals who did not alter their position (non-standers) took an average of 47% more breaks throughout the day. In addition, the average duration of their work breaks (non-standers) was 56% longer.26

Finally, organizations constantly wrestle with the cost of large scale implementation of a sit-stand solution for their environment. Many a qualified CFO have justifiably asked the question: What is my Return on Investment? At the end of the day, this question may be the most pertinent question of all the information presented here within. It is critical that organizations can justify their investment, particularly as one moves away from a standard bearer… the seated workstation.
To those ends, a 2011 Case Study compared the Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSDs) cost data on two similar employee groups: 1) User-adjustable Group and 2) Non-adjustable Group. When comparing all costs (personal and worker compensation costs), they saw a three-fold increase in the cost for the employees in the Non-adjustable Group. When considering only the work-related MSD costs, they experienced a 20X increase in costs for the Non-adjustable Group versus the User-adjustable Group ($74,300 per 100 workers vs. $3,500 per 100 workers, respectively). The total cost of ownership for the Non-adjustable Group should be considered to be even higher when considering the additional cost for providing ergonomic accommodations within their fixed height environments.
IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS / GUIDELINES

The evidence for implementation of sit-stand solutions appears to be compelling when one considers the health and productivity implications coupled with the potential Return on Investment. Given that, the next question which arises is: Where do I begin? What would be considered a rational, yet responsible approach to implementation?

First off, it is important to recognize that not everyone needs a sit-stand solution.

• If one is happy with their current workstation design, experience little or no back discomfort, have a job that requires them to frequently leave their workstation during the course of the day, or have flexibility in their work schedule to leave their workstation when they want, then they may not be a candidate for a sit-stand workstation.

• Individuals with lower extremity orthopedic problems (ankle, knee or hip issues) may not be able to tolerate extended periods of standing.

• Individuals with jobs requiring precision, targeted work, i.e., micro-assembly or intensive graphic design will perform better in a seated posture.
From the perspective of the deployment of a sit-stand solution, it is clear that the rollout strategy can vary widely from organization to organization. In a recent article, Ergonomist Gene Kay, MS, CEA, has succinctly summarized the various rollout options an organization may consider.

1. **Go Big:** Everyone gets sit-to-stand furniture and coaching and instruction on how/when to use it. This has the highest initial cost but has been shown to produce very good results.

2. **Go Flexible:** Reduce your overall real estate footprint by deploying shared sit-to-stand workstations that two or more workers will use in combination with work from home, alternate shifts and periodic joint work in conference rooms etc. This can significantly reduce your real estate costs and produce excellent results with gains in productivity, retention and engagement.

3. **Go Alternate:** Leave the primary seated station unchanged and identify alternate stand-up areas for other tasks. This could be a small raised portion of the fixed cube for stand-up work (paper work, secondary computer tasks, etc.). Central printers and recycling can encourage users to get up and walk, as can walking to more distant bathrooms and using stairs instead of elevators. This can produce some moderate results with a moderate budget.

4. **Go Small:** If the previous options don’t fit your budget or work demands, then only deploy sit-to-stand for those with a qualifying medical need -- look for specific physician recommendations for conditions such as degenerative disc disorder, etc. This produces the least overall Return on Investment, but will help in individual cases and keep you in compliance with ADA regulations.
When it comes to actual use by the individual... “Keep it Simple!” As with most things in life, moderation is the key. The human body responds best to a balance between static and dynamic activity, between activity and recovery, between sitting and standing.

Considerations for staying healthy at a Seated Workstation:

• Stability: make certain your feet are flat on the floor or supported on a viable footrest.
• Clearance / Avoid Barriers: adjust keyboard and mouse height to proper levels.
• Support: learn how to adjust your chair appropriately; specifically for your spine and upper extremities.
• Position: consider monitor height and distance. Remember... recommendations must be based on people, not just angles.
• Add movement into your day... early and often.

Considerations for staying healthy at a Sit-Stand Workstation:

• Remember to alternate postures. Use a timer if it is hard to remember when to change.
• Sit for 1-2 hours, then transition to standing for 1-2 hours; repeat throughout the day.
• Understand ideal keyboard and mouse height, along with position of your monitor. The monitor height will likely need to be re-adjusted when moving between positions.
• Pay attention to how your body is responding, particularly your feet and back, adjust accordingly.
• Consider a fixed-height worksurface with an accompanying stool-height task chair. This will allow you to alternate between sitting and standing without adjusting your worksurface.
SUMMARY

The sit-stand paradigm is best approached by striking a balance between the unique work styles and health concerns of employees and the productivity demands of organizations. Organizations must take both into account when crafting a strategy and guidelines for optimizing movement in the workplace.

The findings related to the sit-stand paradigm overwhelmingly support the inclusion of sit-stand solutions in today’s workplace. A few simple workplace adjustments can pay dividends for the overall productivity and health of employees as well as the bottom line of a business.
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